Meeting 019 – 2022-10-19 – pp 170-172

Book club focus: Christian Astrology by William Lilly (1647)
Current reading: Chapter 27, pages 170 – 172 (with quick review of opening of Ch 27, pg. 167)
Next meeting: Wednesday, 19 October 2022, 06:00 PM UTC (click for your local time zone)
Note from Rhys (organiser):
We are on Chapter 27 of Christian Astrology, which concerns Second House questions. At out last
session (pp. 167-170) we covered by what means the querent attains riches is he has significators
in Houses 1-6. For our current reading, we will start from page 170 and cover Houses 7-12, taking
us to page 172. The meeting will last 90-minutes.










If L7 fortunates L2, or the H2 cusp, or the POF, or a planet positioned in H2, then fortune
comes through the wife or partner. Could also be from a court or a war.
If L8, than it will be through a legacy, or from his wife’s fortune, or of his own volition he goes
to another country and there finds riches unexpectedly (why?)
If L9 fortunates the POF or L2 or second house cusp, then riches by voyage to sea if Cancer or
Pisces on the cusp of H9, and the Lord of the same sign be within (!), or some religious
person or minister befriends the querent, then Lilly gives some H3 significations that I don’t
know why they aren’t in H3 (neighbors from a near place, etc). Lilly also gives signification of
if an Earthy sign be on the H0 cusp, they are the ones you would expect.
If L2 is fortunate in H10, or if L10 and L2 are in reception, or if L10 beholds L2 or the cusp of
H2 or a planet therein, or the POF in any benevolent configuration, the querent will have a
fortune by entering into the service of a king or person in a high position; Lilly goes on to list
varying possibilities of people in different stages of life, but essentially the person gains
fortune through their career.
If L11 is fortunated through any of the usual means, then wealth comes through friends.
If L 12 is fortunated, then fortune through cattle, if the sign be human, then prisons or
something of the like, Lilly tells us to use common sense here.

Pg. 172:
The most assured testimony that a querent be rich, Lilly tells us, is this:
L1/L2/Jupiter joined in H2, first, tenth, seventh fourth or eleventh. (Affirm this this means ANY of
those houses).
If they aren’t joined by conjunct, they must apply by sextile or trine with mutual reception.
If by square or opposition with mutual reception, they will have an estate and thrive, but with many
problems and much labour, but they will never be in want.
Meeting 019 ended here.

